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Executive Summary
Energy storage defines a broad range of technologies that 
capture electrical energy for later consumption. The ability 
to store electricity for later use, or the decoupling of when 
electricity is generated from when it is consumed, provides 
the basis for a variety of services and potential value to 
end-use retail customers, the wholesale market, and the 
electrical grid. This paper summarizes the key factors that 
influence utility business models for energy storage and 
provides case studies highlighting projects employing 
creative business models.

Battery energy storage systems (BESS) are the primary 
storage technology being deployed. This paper focuses on 
“grid-connected” lithium-ion BESS deployed by or on behalf 
of an electric utility. We address large “grid-connected” 
battery storage systems that are interconnected on the 
utility side of the meter (aka, front-of-the-meter or FTM)  
at the distribution or transmission level. 

Energy storage, more so than other asset types, requires 
utilities to think differently about many aspects of the 
electricity system. Most obvious and most fundamental is 
that energy storage is both an electricity resource (i.e., acts  
like generation) and a load (i.e., consumes electricity). This 
unique ability to act as either a generator or a load yields 
a very flexible asset that challenges traditional regulatory 
definitions and grid operating philosophies. This same 
flexibility makes energy storage valuable to investors, utilities, 
grid operators, and end-use customers due to the many 
services it can potentially provide. This flexibility also makes 
storage a natural complement to other rapidly growing 
renewable energy assets such as solar and wind.  
However, utilizing this flexibility and integrating storage 
with traditional utility-controlled assets poses new 
challenges and introduces complexities into grid 

operations that must be addressed as part of utility 
business models for storage. 

Utilities can recover energy storage costs under the 
traditional Cost-of-Service Regulation (COSR) model  
to the extent they can show storage benefits exceed costs 
and the storage asset provides useful service to customers. 
This is becoming more common, as storage costs decline 
and utility interest in storage investments grows.

For utilities, the open questions about energy storage 
include:

 n When can the utility own and operate energy storage?

 n Can energy storage be deployed safely and  
cost-effectively?

 n What services can energy storage provide?

 n Will the compensation for providing services justify 
investments in storage assets?  

These questions need answers before utilities will deploy 
energy storage systems broadly. To help answer these 
questions, utilities are employing creative business models 
to enable initial storage projects. The key factors impacting 
utility business models for storage discussed in this paper 
include the following:

 n Monetizing Multiple Value Streams

 n Incorporating Storage as Part of a Microgrid

 n Addressing Renewable Intermittency with Hybrid 
Configurations 

 n Storage as a Non-Wires Alternative (NWA) 

 n Locational Constraints and Demand Cost Reduction 

Key Takeaways
Utilities recognize the value grid-connected storage can 
provide as a resource to support renewable integration, 
provide grid services, and deliver customer benefits.  
The challenge is determining how to adjust their business 
models in the near term to best realize these potential 
values while regulators resolve uncertainty around utility 
ownership and control and prices continue to decline. 
Utilities are adjusting their business models to realize  
the multiple values energy storage can provide. They  
are also leveraging energy storage to enhance the  
value of microgrids, hybrid power plants, and NWAs.  

By designing creative programs, utilities are able to 
leverage grid-connected energy storage to provide grid 
value, while also providing direct customer benefits.
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Introduction

1 Electric water heaters have been demonstrated to operate as demand response assets in utility peak load management programs. Cooney, 
Scott. (2019, November 2). “Utility adds 2.5 MW of demand response capabilities with very unusual ‘batteries.’” CleanTechnica. Retrieved from: 
https://cleantechnica.com/2019/11/02/utility-adds-2-5-mw-of-demand-response-capabilities-with-very-unusual-batteries/.

2 U.S. Energy Information Administration. (2019). Form EIA-860 (annual electric generator report). Retrieved from: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/
data/eia860/.

Energy storage is used to define a broad range 
of technologies that capture electrical energy for 
consumption later in time. The ability to store electricity  
for later use, or the decoupling of when electricity is 
generated from when it is consumed, provides the basis 
for a wide variety of services and the potential for great 
value to end-use retail customers, the wholesale market, 
and the electrical grid. Energy storage technology comes 
in many forms including mechanical storage such as 
flywheels, gravity systems, compressed air, hydro and 
pumped-hydro; thermal storage such as ice, “liquid air” 
cryogenic systems and even dispersed residential water 
heaters1; and electro-chemical storage such as batteries 
of various formats and chemistries. Within each of these 
categories multiple options offer different technology 
characteristics and operating capabilities, ranges of costs 
and benefits, and levels of commercial viability.

This paper summarizes the key factors that influence utility 
business models for energy storage and provides case 
studies highlighting projects employing creative business 
models. Aside from approximately 23 GW of pumped 
storage hydro (PSH),2 today’s energy storage market is in 
its early stages, but it is maturing and growing quickly. For 
utilities, open questions about energy storage include:

 n When can the utility own and operate energy storage?

 n Can energy storage be deployed safely and  
cost-effectively?

 n What services can energy storage provide?

 n Will the compensation for providing services justify 
investments in storage assets?  

These questions need answers before utilities will deploy 
energy storage systems broadly. To help answer these 
questions, utilities are employing creative business models 
to enable initial storage projects.

Defining Grid-Connected Energy Storage
BESS are the primary storage technology in today’s market. 
For this reason, this paper is focused on “grid-connected” 
lithium-ion BESS deployed by or on behalf of an electric 
utility. The battery system could be owned and/or operated 

by the utility, a competitive technology/solution provider 
(aka third party), or a combination of the two. We address 
large “grid-connected” battery storage systems that are 
interconnected on the utility side of the meter (aka,  

Figure 1: Front-of-the-Meter Storage Configuration

Battery

Point of
Interconnection Meter

Commercial/Industrial
Customer

Bulk Grid

Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2020.

https://cleantechnica.com/2019/11/02/utility-adds-2-5-mw-of-demand-response-capabilities-with-very-unusual-batteries/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia860/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia860/
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front of the meter or FTM) at the distribution or 
transmission level. Small storage systems installed  
behind the customer meter (aka, BTM) at customer  

3 Walton, R. (2019, August 27). “Rocky Mountain Power to Operate Largest U.s. Residential Battery Demand Response Project.” Utility Dive. 
Retrieved from: https://www.utilitydive.com/news/rocky-mountain-power-prepares-to-operate-largest-us-residential-battery-dem/561553/.

4 Spector, J. (2019, February 7). “Sunrun Wins Big in New England Capacity Auction with Home Solar And Batteries.” Green Tech Media. Retrieved 
from: https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/sunrun-wins-new-england-capacity-auction-with-home-solar-and-batteries.

5 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. (2018, March 6). Electric Storage Participation in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission 
Organizations and Independent System Operators. Order No. 841, 83 FR 9580, Retrieved from: https://www.federalregister.gov/
documents/2018/03/06/2018-03708/electric-storageparticipation.

6 Morehouse, Catherine. (2020, July 13). “Dc Circuit Upholds Landmark Ferc Storage Order, Rejecting Claims It Violates State Authority.” Utility Dive. 
Retrieved from: https://www.utilitydive.com/news/dc-circuit-upholds-landmark-ferc-storage-order-rejecting-claims-it-violate/581436/.

7 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. (2020, October 21). Participation of Distributed Energy Resource Aggregations in Markets Operated 
by Regional Transmission Organizations and Independent System Operators, Order No. 2222, 85 FR 67094. Retrieved from: https://www.
federalregister.gov/documents/2020/10/21/2020-20973/participation-of-distributed-energy-resource-aggregations-in-markets-operated-by-
regional.

sites and off grid/non-grid-interconnected storage systems 
are not in scope for this paper.

 Grid-Connected Storage Value Streams
Energy storage, more so than other asset types, requires 
new ways of thinking about many aspects of the electricity 
system. Most obvious and most fundamental is that energy 

storage is both an electricity resource (i.e., acts like generation) 
and a load (i.e., consumes electricity). This unique ability to act 
as either a generator or a load yields a very flexible asset that 

It should be noted that DER aggregators can combine 
the impacts of small, BTM battery storage systems to 
provide value streams similar to large systems. This 
is seen in the virtual power plant (VPP) model. Recent 
examples include:

 n The Sonnen and Rocky Mountain Power Soleil Lofts 
residential apartment complex project, including 
rooftop solar PV and BTM energy storage, operated 
as a VPP to provide grid resources including demand 
response and emergency back-up power.3   

 n Sunrun’s 20 MW aggregated BTM solar and storage 
resources entry into ISO New England’s forward 
capacity auction.4

The February 2018 FERC Order 841 is a key regulatory 
development affecting the ability of BTM storage 
systems to provide wholesale market services. Order 
841 requires Regional Transmission Organizations 
(RTOs) and Independent System Operators (ISOs) to 
develop market participation models for energy storage 
in wholesale energy, capacity, and ancillary services 
markets, with requirements including:

 n “(1) ensure that a resource using the participation 
model is eligible to provide all capacity, energy, and 
ancillary services that the resource is technically 
capable of providing in the RTO/ISO markets;

 n (2) ensure that a resource using the participation 
model can be dispatched and can set the wholesale 
market clearing price as both a wholesale seller and 
wholesale buyer consistent with existing market rules 
that govern when a resource can set the wholesale 
price; 

 n (3) account for the physical and operational 
characteristics of electric storage resources through 
bidding parameters or other means; and 

 n (4) establish a minimum size requirement for 
participation in the RTO/ISO markets that does not 
exceed 100 kW.”

 Additionally, each RTO/ISO must specify that the sale of 
electric energy from the RTO/ISO markets to an electric 
storage resource that the resource then resells back 
to those markets must be at the wholesale locational 
marginal price.5 In July 2020, the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld Order 841, 
ruling that it does not impact states’ authority over the 
distribution system.6

In September 2020, FERC Issued Order 22227 on 
participation of DER aggregators in markets operated 
by RTO/ISOs. This order complements Order 841 and 
further reduces barriers to DER, including energy storage 
and participation in wholesale markets.  

A Word About Behind-the-Meter (BTM) Storage

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/rocky-mountain-power-prepares-to-operate-largest-us-residential-battery-dem/561553/
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/sunrun-wins-new-england-capacity-auction-with-home-solar-and-batteries
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/03/06/2018-03708/electric-storageparticipation
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/03/06/2018-03708/electric-storageparticipation
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/dc-circuit-upholds-landmark-ferc-storage-order-rejecting-claims-it-violate/581436/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/10/21/2020-20973/participation-of-distributed-energy-resource-aggregations-in-markets-operated-by-regional
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/10/21/2020-20973/participation-of-distributed-energy-resource-aggregations-in-markets-operated-by-regional
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/10/21/2020-20973/participation-of-distributed-energy-resource-aggregations-in-markets-operated-by-regional
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challenges traditional regulatory definitions and grid operating 
philosophies. This same flexibility makes energy storage 
valuable to investors, utilities, grid operators, and end-use 
customers due to the many services it can potentially provide. 
This flexibility also makes storage a natural complement 
to other rapidly growing renewable energy assets such 
as solar and wind. However, utilizing this flexibility and 
integrating storage with traditional utility controlled 
assets poses new challenges and complexities into grid 
operations that have to be addressed as part of utility 
business models for storage. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the concept of “stacked” value 
streams that can theoretically be provided by energy 
storage. Notably, some services cannot be provided 
simultaneously, such as energy and spinning reserves.  
A storage asset can provide both services over the course 
of a year (just not at the same time), and the value from 
providing these services can be added, or “stacked” 
over that year. However, dispatch agreements between 
partners may introduce operational constraints preventing 

8 Siemens White Paper. (2020). Battery Energy Storage - Assessment and Valuation of the New Green Multi-tool. Retrieved from: https://new.
siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/energy-automation-and-smart-grid/power-system-consulting/distributed-energy-system-
planning.html.

9 U.S. Energy Information Administration. (2019). Form EIA-860 (Annual Electric Generator Report). Retrieved from: https://www.eia.gov/
electricity/data/eia860/.

the realization of some stacked values. Similarly, BESS 
deployed by a utility for reliability purposes would not 
deliver demand charge bill benefits to individual customers 
(would have indirect benefits to customers in the form  
of increased system reliability).8

Figure 3 provides data on the functions served by  
grid-connected battery storage systems as indicated in  
EIA 860 data.9 Of note is the relative difference in 
applications between systems in PJM (owned primarily 
by independent power producers focused on wholesale 
market opportunities) and systems in CAISO (owned 
primarily by regulated utilities used for a wider range of 
services).

Figure 2: Stacked Value of Energy Storage

n Capacity Support
n Energy Arbitage
n Fast Response (Flex)
n Frequency Regulation
n Resiliency

n Capacity Support
n Voltage Regulation
n Loss Reduction
n Congestion Reduction
n Infrastructure Deferral

n Capacity Support
n Voltage Regulation
n Loss Reduction
n Infrastructure Deferral
n Resiliency

n Demand Charge Reduction
n TOU Energy Cost Reduction
n Distributed Solar Energy Storage
n Resiliency
n Aggregation Program Revenue

Supply

Transmission

Distribution

Customer
(Behind the Meter)

Domain Storage Use Case Stacked Value

Stacked Value is 
cumulative value from 
each use case employed.

Multiple use cases may 
be needed to justify 
storage cost.

Source: Siemens.7

https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/energy-automation-and-smart-grid/power-system-consulting/distributed-energy-system-planning.html
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/energy-automation-and-smart-grid/power-system-consulting/distributed-energy-system-planning.html
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/energy/energy-automation-and-smart-grid/power-system-consulting/distributed-energy-system-planning.html
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia860/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia860/
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Utility Business Models for Storage
All regulated investor-owned utilities (IOUs) have shared 
the same traditional business model—recovery of costs 
to serve customers, including operating expenses plus 
capital investment, with a return, often referred to as rate 
base rate of return or Cost-of-Service Regulation (COSR). 
Alternative regulatory models, such as Performance-Based 
Regulation (PBR) with Performance Incentive Mechanisms 
(PIMs), are under consideration in many states, but all 
currently include regulated rate recovery at their core. 
SEPA discusses PBR in more detail in its Renovate Best 
Regulatory Practice “Toolkit” Series.  

Generally, cost effective (i.e., benefits exceed costs) 
investments that contribute to providing customers 
with safe, reliable, affordable, and increasingly resilient 
and clean service can be recovered in rates charged to 
customers, if approved by regulators. Utilities can recover 
energy storage costs under this model to the extent that 
they can show benefits exceed costs and the storage 
provides useful service to customers. This is becoming 
more common, as storage costs decline and utility interest 
in storage investments grows.

Regulatory Activity on Storage
Regulators are addressing several topics pertaining to 
energy storage including:

 n The definition of energy storage,

 n Interconnection requirements, and

 n Rules for utility ownership and control.

The ability of energy storage to act like a generator 
becomes important from a regulatory standpoint, 
especially in restructured jurisdictions, such as the  
Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, where utilities have divested 
and are precluded from owning generation assets. In  
such cases, the ability of the utility to own storage is in 

Figure 3: Grid-Connected Battery Storage Applications by Region

Power Capacity (MW) Energy Capacity (MWh)
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Source: EIA Battery Storage in the United States: An Update on Market Trends, July 2020.

https://sepapower.org/resource/renovate-best-regulatory-practice-toolkit-series-performance-based-regulation-part-i/
https://sepapower.org/resource/renovate-best-regulatory-practice-toolkit-series-performance-based-regulation-part-i/
https://www.eia.gov/analysis/studies/electricity/batterystorage/pdf/battery_storage.pdf
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question, as seen in states such as Maryland and Texas.10 
Some states, such as New York and Massachusetts, have 
allowed utilities to own energy storage, as long as they 

10 In TX, an IOU can own storage, but it is not clear how it can be used for regulated delivery of electricity, and it is not clear how storage serving 
utility purposes would be used for market purposes.

11 New York Public Service Commission. (2015, February 26). Case 14-M-0101. Order Adopting Regulatory Policy Framework and Implementation 
Plan (REV Framework Order); Massachusetts Bill H.4568, An Act to Promote Energy Diversity.

12 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2019, May). Energy Storage in Integrated Resource Plans.
13 Ibid.

meet certain criteria.11 Maryland is investigating utility 
ownership of energy storage under four specific business 
models, as documented in the Appendix.

Storage Cost Effectiveness
Vertically integrated utilities are not precluded from owning 
storage, but must demonstrate that it is cost effective 
in order to recover its costs from customers. As battery 
pricing has come down, more utilities are including battery 
storage in their integrated resource plans (IRPs). At least 
12 investor-owned utilities are including storage in their 
IRPs voluntarily. In other jurisdictions, state mandates for 
storage exist. Of the 21 utility IRP plans reviewed by NREL 
in early 2019,12 15 included battery storage as a resource 
option and four selected it for their preferred portfolio.13 
Figure 4 provides a summary of how utilities characterized 
batteries in these 21 IRPs. Anecdotal evidence suggests 
that the uptake of batteries in IRPs has recently 
accelerated. 

Of course, inclusion of storage in a utility’s IRP is no 
guarantee those individual battery projects will be 
developed or approved. However, it is an indication of the 
growing interest by utilities in storage as a grid resource, as 
continued decreases in prices make storage cost effective 
and commissions therefore become more willing to 
consider storage as a viable utility grid investment.

Factors Impacting Utility Business Models for Storage 
Utilities continue to pursue storage projects across the 
United States for a variety of reasons. Table 1 summarizes 
the key factors. Each of these key factors is discussed in 
more detail in the sections that follow.

Monetizing Multiple Value Streams
BESS have a range of capabilities, which gives them the 
potential to provide numerous services that generate 
multiple value streams. Battery storage that provides only 
one type of service or a single value stream may not be  
cost-effective, while creating a battery storage solution that 
aligns multiple potential value streams with local system 
needs presents both a challenge and an opportunity. 
In ISO/RTO regions, electric companies and storage 
developers alike propose facilities at specific locations on 
the distribution and transmission systems to maximize 

the expected value streams from operation, subject to 
the approval of the ISO/RTO that ensures that the project 
benefits the grid and customers. In regions where vertically 
integrated electric companies operate the grid, electric 
companies permitted to develop and own storage can align 
the value streams for system benefit by siting storage where 
the grid needs it and operating storage when the grid needs 
it, thereby maximizing its value. However, a regulated utility 
may also work with a partner to invest in the project to claim 
the revenues the regulated utility cannot.  

Establishing a contract structure to implement these 
concepts can be difficult, as it may require multiple parties 
being able to access the storage asset for different (and 
potentially conflicting) purposes. This complexity places 
a premium on defining up-front the battery’s operational 
capabilities to ensure it can deliver multiple services to 

Figure 4: Status of Battery Storage in  
Integrated Resource Plans 

Source: NREL, Energy Storage in Integrated Resource Plans, May 2019.
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support multiple value streams. Doing so enables contract 
terms that address a range of anticipated use cases and 
reflect the sophisticated operational capabilities needed to 
optimize storage schedules for the benefit of all parties.  

BESS optimization requires advanced control systems and 
analytical tools. These systems optimize battery schedules 
for charging and discharging and for battery dispatch in 
accordance with contract terms. These solutions can also 
be critical to maintaining warranties and battery service life 
related to charging cycles. A business model built around 
optimizing these storage charge-discharge schedules must 
include clear terms on who holds dispatch rights and how to 
prioritize value streams between the parties.

Two projects—one in operation and one under 
development—are good examples of utilities implementing 
this business model.  

14 Budget information is being filed confidentially with the New York Public Service Commission. Con Edison. (2020, April 30). REV Demonstration 
Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q1 2020. Retrieved from: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/
ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={AB9F8C18-63EF-4161-B008-CE12992CFEA8}.

15 Con Edison. (2017, January 20). REV Demonstration Project Outline: Commercial Battery Storage. Retrieved from: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/
public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8B24C029-D9E5-4561-9630-88A208F6A880}.

16 GI Energy. (2020) “Con Edison Battery Storage REV Demonstration Project, NY.” Retrieved from: https://www.gienergyus.com/project-con-
edison.

Con Edison’s Commercial Energy Storage project 
includes four commercial host sites (spread across 
three NYC boroughs), each with a 1 MW / 1 MWh battery 
installation (by GI Energy), with a total project budget of 
$11.7 million.14  

The project model aims to “disconnect project economics 
from host site electricity usage by locating the assets in 
front of the meter,” eliminating size and dispatch constraints 
imposed by BTM models.15 The developer owns the battery 
systems, with Con Edison retaining priority dispatch rights 
during critical system peak events. During non-called 
events the batteries aim to participate in NYISO’s wholesale 
markets, with revenue shared per contract terms between 
the system owners and Con Edison.16

The Oakland Clean Energy Initiative utilizes a 
collaborative business model that formalizes the use of the 

Table 1: Key Factors Influencing Utility Business Models for Storage

Key Factor Value Proposition Value Capture

Business Model Focus Services Provided Ways the Service Will Be  
Monetized or Earn a Return

Monetizing Multiple 
Value Streams

 § Reliability 
 § Market Services

 § Reliability component may be captured as  
capital investment in utility rates. 

 § Ancillary services and energy arbitrage captured  
in wholesale markets opportunistically.

Incorporating Storage 
as Part of a Microgrid

 § Reliability 
 § Resiliency/ Back-up Power 
 § Market Services

 § Utility microgrid tariffs when in parallel.
 § Contracts between microgrid operator, utility,  
and customers when in island mode.

 § Ancillary services and energy arbitrage in  
wholesale markets opportunistically.

Addressing Renewable 
Intermittency With 
Hybrid Configurations 

 § Renewable Energy
 § Renewables Firming

 § Output sold to utility under a long term PPA.  
 § Utility recovers its costs under existing rates.

Storage as a Non-Wires 
Alternative (NWA)  § Reliability  § Storage capital investment in transmission or 

distribution system recovered in rates.

Locational Constraints 
and Demand Cost 
Reduction

 § Customer Bill Savings 
 § Reliability

 § Customer sees bill reduction in exchange  
for storage investment.

 § Utility increases system reliability and  
recovers remaining investment in rates.

Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2020.

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={AB9F8C18-63EF-4161-B008-CE12992CFEA8}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={AB9F8C18-63EF-4161-B008-CE12992CFEA8}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8B24C029-D9E5-4561-9630-88A208F6A880}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8B24C029-D9E5-4561-9630-88A208F6A880}
https://www.gienergyus.com/project-con-edison
https://www.gienergyus.com/project-con-edison
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battery for discrete grid services on behalf of two clients.17 
Vistra will own the battery and provide grid reliability 
services under contract to PG&E. Vistra will also provide 
capacity to fulfill resource adequacy requirements for East 
Bay Community Energy, a community-choice aggregator. 
Through this arrangement, the battery is able to provide 
both grid reliability and market services. This project is still 
under regulatory review in California, and once approved, 
is expected to be operational by January 2022. 

Case studies for both projects are available in the 
Appendix to this report. The Dalrymple Energy Storage 
project in Australia is another example of a project to 
monetize multiple value streams across project partners.

Incorporating Storage as Part  
of a Microgrid
Increased focus on grid and customer resilience, with 
the proliferation of distributed energy resources (DER), 
including energy storage, has contributed to increased 

17 Spector, J. (2020, April 17). “Vistra’s Oakland Battery Will Have Two Customers, Suggesting New Path for Storage Market.” Green Tech Media. 
Retrieved from: https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/vistras-oakland-battery-to-help-both-pge-and-east-bay-community-energy.

interest in microgrids. Microgrids consist of DER connected 
to the distribution system during normal operation, but 
which can also operate as an “island” system apart from 
the rest of the power grid to provide localized power 
during a wide scale outage. Energy storage is not required 
for all microgrids but, as shown in Figure 5, is commonly 
part of a microgrid solution when the generation sources 
are variable renewable energy or when the microgrid 
provides resilience.

Utilities, customers, or a third party can own microgrids. 
Third-party microgrids can monetize their services in the 
wholesale energy or ancillary services markets or through a 
services contract with a utility. During emergency “islanded” 
operations, microgrids can provide resilience services 
for the customer or sections of the grid. To facilitate this 
configuration, utilities are beginning to develop microgrid 
tariffs. SEPA with Pacific Energy Institute recently published 
a report outlining a framework for microgrid tariff 
development.

Figure 5: Typical Microgrid Configuration

Source: Smart Electric Power Alliance, 2020.
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https://sepapower.org/knowledge/what-the-us-can-learn-about-energy-storage-from-australia/
https://sepapower.org/knowledge/what-the-us-can-learn-about-energy-storage-from-australia/
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/vistras-oakland-battery-to-help-both-pge-and-east-bay-community-energy
https://sepapower.org/resource/how-to-design-multi-user-microgrid-tariffs/
https://sepapower.org/resource/how-to-design-multi-user-microgrid-tariffs/
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Despite an active US market, cost effectiveness of 
microgrids can be hard for utilities to demonstrate. This is 
partially due to a lack of regulatory guidance regarding cost 
recovery for microgrid investments. For example, while 
microgrids clearly provide benefits to individual customers 
when in island mode, regulatory guidance is not clear 
regarding cost recovery related to providing benefits for all 
customers (by benefiting the system) during the 99% of the 
time the system is connected to the grid. 

In Florida, Duke Energy utilized a creative land leasing 
contract with a Pinellas County School District which 
owns a facility designated as a Special Needs Hurricane 
Evacuation Shelter. Duke signed a $0 lease with the 
customer, and is developing a solar-plus-storage microgrid 
consisting of a 1 MW carport solar installation at the  
John Hopkins Middle School in St. Petersburg and a  
2.5 MW, 18 MWh battery to be connected to the 
distribution grid in front of the customer’s meter. During 
normal operation, Duke will use the battery to provide 
voltage regulation, frequency support, and peak load 
shaving to the distribution grid. During emergencies, the 
solar-plus-storage microgrid can operate in island mode in 
support of evacuation efforts at the customer site. No rate 
or tariff changes were required in Duke’s case. The costs 
of the project are recovered as part of a 50 MW energy 
storage pilot program approved by the FL PSC in late 2017. 

18  “Hybrid systems” per FERC July 2020 workshop “a generator paired with an electricity storage resource.”
19 U.S. Energy Information Administration. (2020, July). Battery Storage in the United States: An Update on Market Trends. Retrieved from: https://

www.eia.gov/analysis/studies/electricity/batterystorage/pdf/battery_storage.pdf.

Duke’s project is somewhat unique, as most microgrid 
projects have utilized multiple funding sources to justify 
investment. These sources have included federal or state 
grants, customer or community investments, and cost 
recovery through utility rates. This has been the case 
whether or not the energy storage is included in the 
microgrid.

Addressing Renewable Intermittency 
with Hybrid Configurations
Energy storage is playing an increasingly important 
role in hybrid solutions, such as wind or solar coupled 
with storage. Such grid-scale hybrid solutions are most 
commonly interconnected at the transmission level but can 
also be interconnected at the distribution level, e.g., as part 
of a community solar facility. As the amount of intermittent 
renewable energy increases and battery prices decrease, 
many developers, independent power producers and 
utilities are looking to pair storage with these generation 
assets in order to address grid management issues and 
leverage combined resource value streams.18 Figure 6 
illustrates that, as of July 2020, the number of BESS  
co-located with solar and wind generation increased 
from 19 sites in 2016 to 53 sites, with proposed projects 
increasing significantly by 2023.19 

Energy storage is valuable for integrating renewable  
energy generation onto the grid, because it can smooth

Figure 6: Count and Capacity of Renewable Plus Storage Facilities (2011-2023)

Source: EIA Battery Storage in the United States: An Update on Market Trends, July 2020.
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20 Norton Rose Fulbright Tax Equity News. (n.d.) Q&A Investment Tax Credits and Storage for Renewable Energy. Retrieved from https://www.
projectfinance.law/tax-equity-news/q-a-investment-tax-credits-tax-credits-and-storage-for-renewable-energy.

21 The CPUC/Astrape study showed the Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) of solar PV in CAISO going from 6.2% to 99.8% with storage. 
Southern California Edison Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, and Pacific Gas and Electric Company. (2020, July 1). ELCC Study 
Submission. Advice 4243-E (SCE: U 338-E). Retrieved from: https://www.pge.com/tariffs/assets/pdf/adviceletter/ELEC_5868-E.pdf.

22 Portland General Electric Company. (2019, February 13). News release: “Portland General Electric and NextEra Energy Resources to develop 
nation’s first major energy facility co-locating wind, solar and battery storage.” Retrieved from: https://portlandgeneral.com/news/2019-02-13-
portland-general-electric-and-nextera-energy-resources-to-develop.

the variability of these resources by absorbing surplus 
generation that might otherwise be curtailed via inverter or 
transmission limitations (or sold very cheaply) in charging 
mode, and compensating for drop offs in generation due 
to a lack of sunshine or wind by discharging. By offsetting 
variation in renewable generation, storage can arbitrage 
prices, contribute to grid stability, and enhance reliability. 
These “hybrid” solutions also allow renewable generation 
to be “firmed” thus increasing the value of both the 
renewable energy and the storage asset. For example,  
in a solar-plus-storage hybrid solution, solar provides the 
energy and storage provides the peaking capability for 
resource adequacy.21

Policy incentives can have a huge impact on the financials 
of hybrid projects. Specifically, the additional storage 
component of a hybrid solution can qualify for the ITC 
if owners meet certain technical and implementation 
requirements.

The Wheatridge Renewable Energy Facility22 in 
Oregon highlights the opportunities afforded utilities 
through a hybrid business model. The project, a 

partnership between Portland General Electric (PGE) and 
NextEra Energy Resources, combines 300 MW of wind 
generation with 50 MW of solar generation and 30 MW of 
battery storage. The wind portion of the project qualifies 
for 100% of the federal production tax credit and the 
solar-plus-storage components qualify for federal ITC thus 
improving project economics.

NextEra Energy Resources and PGE have split ownership of 
the project in order to reduce the risk to each organization 
and to share the benefits. As part of the partnership, PGE 
will own 100 MW of wind generation through a build-own-
transfer agreement and a NextEra subsidiary will own and 
operate the remaining generation and storage (200 MW  
wind, 50 MW solar, 30 MW storage). Output from the 
remaining resources will be sold to PGE under two 
separate, 30-year power purchase agreements (PPAs). 
After applying the tax credits, PGE is expected to 
spend $160 million on the project, some of which will 
be recovered through updating its rate Schedule 122 
(Renewable Resources Automatic Adjustments Clause) 
which allows the utility to recover costs of qualifying 

For energy storage added to a new or existing solar 
generating plant to qualify for the ITC, the storage assets 
must be positioned and operated such that they are 
considered part of the solar generating equipment.  
The storage asset will usually meet this requirement if 
the following are true:

 n It is located on the low side of the step-up 
transformer or the same side of the inverter as a 
solar rooftop system. 

 n It is owned by the same legal entity that owns the 
solar project. 

 n It is used mainly to store electricity from the solar 
power plant or solar rooftop system.

 n In the case of a utility-scale power plant, it regulates 
the ramp rate at which electricity from the power 
plant is fed into the grid. 

The credit available under the ITC is tiered. Projects 
under construction by December 2020 qualify for a  
26% credit. Projects that start construction in 2021 
qualify for a 22% credit. After that, the credit falls to  
its permanent level of 10%. To claim greater than a  
10% investment credit, a solar project must be in service 
by December 2023.

Uncertainty and some debate exists regarding whether  
a new storage facility added to an existing solar plant  
can claim the ITC for new solar-plus-storage facilities. 
General industry understanding is that the ITC can be 
claimed on later improvements, assuming they are 
completed when the ITC is available.

Using the Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for Energy Storage20

https://www.projectfinance.law/tax-equity-news/q-a-investment-tax-credits-tax-credits-and-storage-for-renewable-energy
https://www.projectfinance.law/tax-equity-news/q-a-investment-tax-credits-tax-credits-and-storage-for-renewable-energy
https://www.pge.com/tariffs/assets/pdf/adviceletter/ELEC_5868-E.pdf
https://portlandgeneral.com/news/2019-02-13-portland-general-electric-and-nextera-energy-resources-to-develop
https://portlandgeneral.com/news/2019-02-13-portland-general-electric-and-nextera-energy-resources-to-develop
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company-owned and/or contracted new renewable energy 
projects.23 

Storage as a Non-Wires Alternative (NWA)
The increasing cost-effectiveness of grid-connected 
storage, combined with its flexibility, is fueling interest in its 
use as an alternative to traditional utility grid investments 
or as non-wires alternatives (NWAs). States, such as New 
York and California, are pursuing broad policy initiatives, 
including New York’s Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) 
and California’s Distribution Resources Plan (DRP), to 
mandate utility consideration of NWAs, including NWAs 
sourced from third parties. This focus on NWAs requires 
utilities to incorporate changes to their planning processes 
to incorporate NWA options and to optimize operations to 
leverage NWAs, once implemented.

NWAs can be disruptive to the traditional COSR, rate-of-
return business model. This is because utility investments 

23 Portland General Electric. (2019, December 3). “Advice No. 19-34, Schedule 122, Renewable Resource Automatic Adjustment Clause.” Retrieved 
from: https://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/UAA/ue370uaa145611.pdf. 

24 Frasher, J. (2020, September 2). “SEPA: Joint EV/ES Working Group SMUD Energy StorageShares Program.” Presentation to SEPA Energy Storage 
Working Group.

25 E4TheFuture, PLMA, and SEPA. (2018). Non-wires Alternatives: Case Studies from Leading U.S. Projects. Retrieved from: https://sepapower.org/
resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/.

26 Menonna, Francesco. (2020, August 27). “U.s. Utilities Are Leaving Non-wires Alternatives on the Table.” Wood Mackenzie. Retrieved from: https://
www.woodmac.com/news/editorial/us-nwa-on-the-table/.

27 E4TheFuture, PLMA, and SEPA (2018). Non-wires Alternatives: Case Studies from Leading U.S. Projects. Retrieved from: https://sepapower.org/
resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/.

28 Black & Veatch. (2019, June 2). News Release: “PacifiCorp names Black & Veatch as EPC Contractor for Combined Solar Power with Battery Energy 
Storage Project.” https://www.bv.com/news/pacificorp-names-black-veatch-epc-contractor-combined-solar-power-battery-energy-storage.

in NWAs are not uniformly treated by regulators as capital 
investments on which the utility can earn a return. They 
may instead be treated as expenses that are passed 
through to customers, and are not eligible for a return. 
Regulators need to provide greater certainty around 
accounting of NWAs to increase their deployment. Planning 
horizons can also further complicate utility consideration 
of NWA solutions, as utilities must develop traditional wired 
solutions, in case they identify no viable NWA.  

Energy storage is a common technology for NWA solutions 
because storage can alleviate some periodic transmission 
or distribution constraints and thus defer or eliminate 
traditional capital solutions. Thus, energy storage was 
a component of, or the full solution for, over half of the 
case studies examined in a SEPA publication on NWAs.25 
Similarly, a recent Wood Mackenzie report26 concluded 
FTM battery storage currently is the technology of choice 
for NWAs.

While utilities in New York and California have most actively 
pursued NWAs, utilities in other states have also done 
so. Arizona Public Service (APS) and Rocky Mountain 
Power (RMP) have deployed grid-connected storage as 
an NWA. In 2018, the APS Punkin Center project deployed 
a 2 MW, 8 MWh battery to address a thermal constraint 
on a 21 kV feeder serving a rural community. In addition 
to feeder-level wires capacity deferment, the battery also 
accounted for avoided generation capacity.27 In 2019, RMP 
commissioned a solar with storage NWA in Panguitch, 
UT to avoid expensive reconductoring of a distribution 
line, while supplying peak power demands in the highest 
temperature weeks of the summer.28

Locational Constraints and Demand  
Cost Reduction
The value that grid-connected storage can provide often 
depends on where it is interconnected to the grid. Ideally, 
storage solutions will provide grid benefits and individual 
customer benefits, but it is harder to demonstrate direct 
customer benefits when the asset is physically located 
in FTM. Clearly, a storage asset that provides frequency 
response or voltage regulation on a distribution feeder 

Figure 7: SMUD’s Energy StorageSharesSM Program

Customer
Participants

Utility
Battery
System

SMUD
StorageShares

StorageShares an alternative to behind the meter batteries 
that allows commercial customers to invest in an energy 

storage system that does more than just reduce their cost 
of electricity. StorageShares enables retail savings and 

optimizes the grid benefits of energy storage.

Source: SMUD.24

https://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/CC4F2EFA3A23551585257DEA007DCFE2?OpenDocument
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=5071
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=5071
https://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/UAA/ue370uaa145611.pdf
https://sepapower.org/resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/
https://sepapower.org/resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/
https://www.woodmac.com/news/editorial/us-nwa-on-the-table/
https://www.woodmac.com/news/editorial/us-nwa-on-the-table/
https://sepapower.org/resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/
https://sepapower.org/resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/
https://www.bv.com/news/pacificorp-names-black-veatch-epc-contractor-combined-solar-power-battery-energy-storage
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://sepapower.org/resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/&sa=D&ust=1605817746192000&usg=AOvVaw2lb8RCv3jTENMY0BTPWpRY
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://sepapower.org/resource/non-wires-alternatives-case-studies-from-leading-u-s-projects/&sa=D&ust=1605817746192000&usg=AOvVaw2lb8RCv3jTENMY0BTPWpRY
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also provides those same power quality benefits to 
customers on that feeder. However, individual customers 
are not able to see bill impacts from such a deployment, as 
they would if deploying their own battery BTM.

Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) found 
a creative way to link individual customer benefits of 
storage with grid benefits. They did so through their Energy 
StorageSharesSM program, which is designed similarly 
to a community solar program. The StorageSharesSM 
“community storage” program has both a customer and 
a utility focus. The program allows commercial customers 
on tariffs with demand charges to buy “shares” in a 
FTM storage asset29. These shares are used to offset 
that customer’s demand charges, realizing the benefits 
of a BTM storage solution without having to purchase 
and install that solution. This customer demand charge 
reduction is provided by SMUD on the customer’s bill over 
a ten-year period.

In parallel, SMUD is deploying a large battery in the 
distribution network that would defer the need to 

29 The program is targeted to commercial customers with a low load factor and high peak demand, customers in locations with low grid needs, and 
customers not seeking back-up power.

reconductor and upgrade a distribution line for the next 
five years. SMUD anticipates the battery will provide 
infrastructure support and grid services, and allow for 
market participation (i.e., CAISO, EIM). The battery will 
also be integrated with and controlled through SMUD’s 
Distributed Energy Resource Management System 
(DERMS). Having a controllable battery in FTM allows  
SMUD to use the battery as a supply-side resource, 
 rather than for demand-side load shaping.

A case study on SMUD’s Energy StorageShares℠ program 
is provided in the Appendix. 

The business models utilities are developing for energy 
storage take into consideration several of the key factors 
discussed in this section whereas in the past they may 
have considered only one primary use for storage in 
their benefit-cost analysis. In this way they can identify all 
potential value and revenue streams storage can provide, 
and adjust their business models to capture them.

Conclusion
Key Takeaways 

Utilities recognize the value grid-connected storage can 
provide as a resource to support renewable integration, 
provide grid services, and deliver customer benefits. The 
challenge is determining how to adapt their business 
models in the near term to best realize these potential 
values while regulators resolve uncertainty around utility 
ownership and control and prices continue to decline.

 n Multiple types of energy storage solutions are available 
to utilities, including established solutions such as 
pumped hydro. Multiple battery storage technologies 
are viable solutions as grid-connected assets, with 
lithium-ion batteries already demonstrating cost 
effectiveness under certain business models.

 n The primary aspects of battery storage that affect 
the value it can deliver for utilities are its costs and 
performance characteristics, technical operating profile, 
interconnection location, and asset ownership and 
operational control.

 n Regulatory challenges remain in some states and 
jurisdictions regarding utility ownership of energy 
storage, limiting the ability of those utilities to maximize 
the value of storage for the grid and customers.

 n Grid-connected energy storage projects can optimize 
value streams between project partners through 
operational control agreements that codify operational 
parameters and prioritize dispatch rights between 
parties.

 n Energy storage is a preferred NWA solution for many 
utilities due to the flexible services it can offer and its 
cost effectiveness as compared to traditional capital 
expenditures. 
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 n Energy storage is a key component of many microgrid 
designs, and utilities and their partners are deploying it 
to provide both grid services, when operating in parallel 
to the grid, and resiliency, when operated in island 
mode.

30 NREL Grid Integration Toolkit, Grid-scale Battery Storage Frequently Asked Questions.
31 Definition developed for the DOE by the Microgrid Exchange Group, which is comprised of an ad hoc group of individuals working on microgrid 

deployment and research.

 n Creative program designs can enable utilities to 
leverage grid-connected energy storage to provide grid 
value, while also providing direct customer benefits.

Glossary
Ancillary Services: Refers to operations by transmission 
or distribution operators that ensure a reliable power 
supply by maintaining frequency, voltage, and power load 
remain within certain limits.

Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS): Refers to an 
electrochemical device that charges (or collects energy) 
from the grid or a power plant and then discharges that 
energy at a later time to provide electricity or other grid 
services when needed.30

Behind-the-Meter (BTM): Refers to an energy storage 
system that is interconnected on the customer side of the 
meter.

Cost-of-Service Regulation (COSR): A traditional form of 
utility regulation where customer rates are set to allow the 
utility to recover its costs, including operating expenses 
(opex) and capital expenditures (capex), plus an approved 
rate of return on capital investments.

Distributed Energy Resources (DER): DER are physical 
and virtual assets that are deployed across the distribution 
grid, typically close to load, and usually BTM, which can be 
used individually, or in aggregate, to provide value to the 
grid, individual customers, or both.

Energy Arbitrage: In the context of energy storage, 
this involves charging during lower-priced hours and 
discharging during higher-priced hours.  

Energy Capacity: The maximum amount of available 
stored energy (in kilowatt-hours [kWh] or megawatt-hours 
[MWh])

Frequency Regulation: Frequency regulation involves 
moment-to-moment reconciliation of the supply of 
electricity and the demand for electricity.

Front-of-the-Meter (FTM): Refers to an energy storage 
system interconnected on the utility side of the meter, 
either at the distribution level or the transmission level.

Interconnection: The process and engineering analysis 
required to electrically connect a generation facility to a 
utility’s electrical network, either at the transmission or 
distribution voltage level. An interconnection agreement is 
usually established between the utility and the generation 
owner/operator that establishes requirements for the initial 
interconnection and the ongoing operation of the facility.  

Investment Tax Credit (ITC): The federal investment 
tax credit (ITC) is an economically valuable tax incentive 
offered to taxable business entities that invest in certain 
energy technologies including solar, geothermal, fuel 
cell, microturbine, combined heat and power, small wind 
(under 100 kW), and geothermal heat pump technologies. 
The ITC amount varies by technology. Energy storage 
that is combined with solar or other qualified energy 
technologies could benefit from the ITC, as well.

ISO/RTO: Independent System Operator/Regional 
Transmission Operator - These organizations coordinate, 
control, and monitor the electrical power system at the 
transmission and generation level across regions. Seven 
ISO/RTOs operate in the United States, including PJM, 
ISONE, NYISO, SPP, MISO, ERCOT, and CAISO. Many less-
populated regions have no formal market coverage.

Microgrid: A group of interconnected loads and DERs 
within clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a 
single controllable entity with respect to the grid.  
A microgrid can connect and disconnect from the grid 
to enable it to operate in both grid-connected or island 
modes31.

Non-Wires Alternative (NWA): An electricity grid 
investment, or project that uses non-traditional 
transmission and distribution (T&D) solutions, such as 
distributed generation (DG), energy storage, energy 
efficiency (EE), demand response (DR), and grid software 
and controls, to defer or replace the need for specific 
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equipment upgrades, such as T&D lines or transformers, 
by reducing load at a substation or circuit level.32

Performance Based Regulation (PBR): A regulatory 
framework that links utility revenues or cost recovery 
to specific performance metrics or outcomes that are 
important to customers, rather than to the costs a utility 
incurs to serve them.

Rate Base: The net amount of capital investment of a 
utility in property that is used to serve the public.

Rate of Return: The percentage rate which a utility 
commission finds the utility should be allowed to earn  
on the rate base in order to cover the cost of capital.

32 Definition from Guidehouse as used in the report: E4 the Future, PLMA, and SEPA. (2018, November). Non-wires Alternatives: Case Studies from 
Leading U.S. Projects.

33 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2019, September). Grid Integration Toolkit: Grid-scale Battery Storage – Frequently Asked Questions. 
Retrieved from: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/74426.pdf.

Storage Duration: The amount of time storage can 
discharge at its rated power capacity before depleting 
its energy capacity. For example, a battery with 1 MW of 
power capacity and 4 MWh of usable energy capacity will 
have a storage duration of four hours.33

Virtual Power Plant (VPP): The controllable aggregation 
of DERs such as solar, battery storage and demand 
flexibility (DF) technologies, for the purposes of enhancing 
power generation and trading or selling power on the 
electricity market.

Appendix: Summary of Case Studies
These case studies are presented on the following pages:

 n SMUD Energy StorageShares℠: Innovative Program 
Design

 n Con Edison & GI Energy: Beyond BTM

 n Maryland IOU Energy Storage Pilots: Testing 
Innovative Business Models

 n Oakland Clean Energy Initiative & PG&E-Vistra Energy 
BESS: Collaboration on an Innovative Business Model

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/74426.pdf
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Case Study—SMUD Energy 
StorageShares℠: Innovative 

Program Design
Locational Constraints and Demand Cost Reduction 

34 As a municipal utility, SMUD’s strategic direction is set by a community-elected, 7-member board. In 2018, SMUD’s board adopted a net-zero 
carbon target by 2040, and in July 2020, adopted a Climate Emergency Declaration, including a 2030 carbon-neutrality goal. SMUD. (2020, January 
14). News Release: “Electrify America Invests in the SMUD Energy StorageShares Program to Reduce Overall Energy Costs and Lower Company’s 
Draw on Sacramento’s Electrical Grid.” Retrieved from: https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/Electrify-
America-Invests-in-the-SMUD-Energy-StorageShares-Program; SMUD. (2020, January 22). News Release: “New Year, New Clean Energy Goals.” 
Retrieved from: https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/New-year-new-clean-energy-goals.

35 SMUD. (2019, November 7). SMUD Energy Storage Roadmap Technical Working Group Presentation, slide 11. Retrieved from: https://www.smud.
org/-/media/Documents/Rate-Information/NEM-2/Technical-Working-Group_Energy-Storage-Roadmap_FINAL.ashx.

36 SMUD. (2020, January 14). News Release: “Electrify America Invests in the SMUD Energy StorageShares Program to Reduce Overall Energy Costs 
and Lower Company’s Draw on Sacramento’s Electrical Grid.” Retrieved from: https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-
Media/2020/2020/Electrify-America-Invests-in-the-SMUD-Energy-StorageShares-Program.

37 Ibid.

Background
In January 2020, as part of its energy storage roadmap and 
net-zero-carbon by 2040 target, Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District (SMUD) launched its Energy StorageShares℠ 
program.34 

Project Description & Business Model
SMUD’s Energy StorageShares℠ program offers an 
alternative to BTM batteries by allowing commercial 
customers (on tariffs with demand charges) to invest  
in a utility-owned FTM energy storage asset by purchasing 
“shares” which offset a customer’s demand charges  
(1 share = 1 kW of demand charge reduction).35 The 
program is targeted at commercial customers with a low 
load factor and high peak demand, customers in locations 
with low grid needs, and customers not seeking back-up 
power. SMUD determines share values based on current 
customer rate classes, and provides the demand charge 
reduction on a customer’s bill over a 10-year period. 
In addition to reducing customer electricity costs, the 
program enables SMUD to optimize the grid benefits of 
energy storage by deploying and managing a battery based 
on locational grid needs.

Current Status 
SMUD launched its Energy StorageShares℠ program 
in January 2020, with its first investment from Electrify 
America, a U.S. open DC fast charging network.36  
By investing in the program, Electrify America can lower 

costs “in lieu of installing individual battery storage systems 
at each of [their] 12 electric vehicle charging stations 
powered by SMUD,” and reduce demand charges for 
its SMUD service territory-located sites. These demand 
charges remain one of the largest operating cost barriers 
to public EV infrastructure deployment.37 In turn, by siting 
the battery in a location where significant load growth is 
forecasted, SMUD can leverage the grid benefits of energy 
storage.

https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/Electrify-America-Invests-in-the-SMUD-Energy-StorageShares-Program
https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/Electrify-America-Invests-in-the-SMUD-Energy-StorageShares-Program
https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/New-year-new-clean-energy-goals
https://www.smud.org/-/media/Documents/Rate-Information/NEM-2/Technical-Working-Group_Energy-Storage-Roadmap_FINAL.ashx
https://www.smud.org/-/media/Documents/Rate-Information/NEM-2/Technical-Working-Group_Energy-Storage-Roadmap_FINAL.ashx
Retrieved from: https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/Electrify-America-Invests-in-the-SMUD-Energy-StorageShares-Program
Retrieved from: https://www.smud.org/en/Corporate/About-us/News-and-Media/2020/2020/Electrify-America-Invests-in-the-SMUD-Energy-StorageShares-Program
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Case Study—Con Edison & 
GI Energy: Beyond BTM

Monetizing Multiple Value Streams

38 GI Energy. (2020). “Con Edison Battery Storage REV Demonstration Project, NY.” Retrieved from: https://www.gienergyus.com/project-con-
edison.

39 Con Edison. (2020, April 30). REV Demonstration Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q1 2020. Retrieved from: http://
documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={AB9F8C18-63EF-4161-B008-CE12992CFEA8}.

40 Con Edison. (2017, June 15). REV Demonstration Project Implementation Plan: Commercial Battery Storage. Retrieved from: http://documents.
dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={F08A80D7-9900-4330-9B6D-DC0274CF23D7}; Con Edison. (2020, April 30). REV 
Demonstration Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q1 2020. 

41 Con Edison. (2020, April 30). REV Demonstration Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q1 2020. 
42 Budget information is being filed confidentially with the New York Public Service Commission. Con Edison. (2020, April 30). REV Demonstration 

Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q1 2020.
43 Con Edison. (2017, January 20). Battery Storage Con Edison Commercial Final, 5. Retrieved from: Item #909, http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/

MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=14-M-0101&submit=Search.
44 GI Energy. (n.d.). Con Edison Battery Storage REV Demonstration Project, NY.
45 Con Edison. (2017, January 20). REV Demonstration Project Outline: Commercial Battery Storage. Retrieved from: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/

public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8B24C029-D9E5-4561-9630-88A208F6A880}.
46 Ibid.
47 Con Edison. (2020, July 31). REV Demonstration Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q2 2020. Retrieved from: http://

documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={E86F31B2-05DD-4E46-9E21-EA73EA8F8E1D}.

Background
In January 2017, as part of New York’s Reforming the 
Energy Vision (REV) strategy and demonstration projects, 
Consolidated Edison (Con Edison) submitted a commercial 
battery storage demonstration project outline to develop 
a FTM battery storage project with GI Energy (responsible 
for overall project development and construction) and 
Smarter Grid Solutions (providing the DER management 
system software).38 The objective is to demonstrate 
how “distributed, FTM energy storage can be utilized to 
provide transmission and distribution (“T&D”) support, 
earn wholesale market revenues, and increase the market 
size of participating customers by aligning the interests of 
the Company, customers, and third-party developers.”39 
In May 2017, the Staff of the New York PSC approved the 
REV demonstration project outline, and in June 2017, Con 
Edison submitted a project implementation plan.40 The 
project’s first energy storage systems were operational in 
February 2020.41 

Project Description
To demonstrate a FTM battery storage business model, 
the Con Edison project includes four commercial host sites 
(spread across three NYC boroughs), each with a 1 MW,  
1 MWh battery installation (by GI Energy), with a total 
project budget of $11.7 million.42 

Business Model
The project model aims to “disconnect project economics 
from host site electricity usage by locating the assets 
in front of the meter,” eliminating size and dispatch 
constraints imposed by BTM models.43 The battery 
systems are owned by a third party, with Con Edison 
paying a quarterly fee to retain priority dispatch rights 
for grid support. During non-called events, the batteries 
participate in NYISO’s wholesale markets, with revenue 
shared per contract terms between the system owners 
and Con Edison.44 In contrast to BTM storage models, the 
host customer receives a lease payment from the system 
owners for siting the storage assets, with the aim to 
expand the available market for customer battery hosts.45 
By increasing the market size, Con Edison can better 
identify and select customer sites in constrained system 
areas which align battery system size and dispatch with 
distribution grid needs.46

Current Status
As of their July 2020 quarterly progress report, Con Edison 
and GI Energy have completed commissioning for the first 
of four sites, with it becoming operational as of February 6, 
2020.47 Upcoming project milestones include: 

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={AB9F8C18-63EF-4161-B008-CE12992CFEA8}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={AB9F8C18-63EF-4161-B008-CE12992CFEA8}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={F08A80D7-9900-4330-9B6D-DC0274CF23D7}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={F08A80D7-9900-4330-9B6D-DC0274CF23D7}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=14-M-0101&submit=Search
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=14-M-0101&submit=Search
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8B24C029-D9E5-4561-9630-88A208F6A880}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={8B24C029-D9E5-4561-9630-88A208F6A880}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={E86F31B2-05DD-4E46-9E21-EA73EA8F8E1D}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={E86F31B2-05DD-4E46-9E21-EA73EA8F8E1D}
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 n 2 more operational sites in Q4 2020, with the remaining 
progressing through the commissioning and leasing 
processes; and

 n Enroll 2 assets in the NYISO pilot program and 
complete NYISO dispatch communications, with NYISO 
market participation projected in Q4 2020.48

48 Con Edison. (2020, July 31). REV Demonstration Project: Commercial Battery Storage. Quarterly Progress Report, Q2 2020. Retrieved from: http://
documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={E86F31B2-05DD-4E46-9E21-EA73EA8F8E1D}.

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={E86F31B2-05DD-4E46-9E21-EA73EA8F8E1D}
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={E86F31B2-05DD-4E46-9E21-EA73EA8F8E1D}
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Case Study—Maryland IOU Energy Storage 
Pilots: Testing Innovative Business Models

49 The four IOUs are: Potomac Edison, Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE), Delmarva Power and Light, and Potomac Electric Power (Pepco). 
Maryland General Assembly. (2019, October 1). Energy Storage Pilot Project Act (HB0650/SB0573). Retrieved from: http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/
mgawebsite/legislation/details/hb0650?ys=2019rs.

50 Balaraman, K. (2020, November 11). “Maryland PSC Greenlights Exelon Pilots to Guide Future of Utility-Scale Storage in the State.” Utility Dive. 
Retrieved from: https://www.utilitydive.com/news/maryland-psc-greenlights-exelon-pilots-to-guide-future-of-utility-scale-sto/588864/; 
Maryland Public Service Commission. (2020, November 6). Energy Storage Pilot Proposal Order. Case No. 9619 (ML 232509). (Item #39). Retrieved 
from: https://www.psc.state.md.us/energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/order-no-89664-case-no-9619-energy-storage-pilot-proposal-
order/. 

51 PC 44 Energy Storage Working Group. (2019, January 10). Proof of Regulatory Concept Program Draft Proposal. Retrieved from: https://webapp.
psc.state.md.us/newIntranet/AdminDocket/submit_new.cfm?DirPath=//Coldfusion/AdminDocket/PublicConferences/PC44/172.

52 Ibid. The Working Group acknowledged that their proposed models were not exhaustive and included other models that could be considered, 
such as customer- or third-party owned energy storage providing wholesale market services to the grid operator.

53 Ibid.

Background
In April 2019, Maryland legislators passed a bill requiring 
Maryland’s four investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to develop 
energy storage pilot programs and test four different 
energy storage commercial and regulatory business 
models.49 In November 2020, the Maryland PSC approved 
the six energy storage pilot projects proposed by the joint 
Exelon utilities (Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE), Delmarva 
Power and Light, and Potomac Electric Power (Pepco)), and 
rejected and deferred the two Potomac Edison proposals.50 

Business Model Development
In January 2019, the PC 44 Energy Storage Working Group 
proposed four commercial and regulatory business models 
for testing (illustrated in Table 2), with each IOU testing at 
least two of the four models.51 The models were developed 
to test energy storage assets’ multiple ownership models, 
and innovative commercial structures and value streams, 
including across retail and wholesale markets.52  

Table 2: PC 44 Energy Storage Working Group - Proof of Regulatory Concept Program Project Types

Project Type Storage 
Ownership

Storage Control 
for Grid 

Reliability

Storage 
Operation in 

Wholesale 
Markets

Direct Effect on Ratepayer  
Revenue Requirements

Multiple-Use 1: 
Utility Only Utility Utility Utility Coverage of storage investment less revenue 

from wholesale market transactions.

Multiple-Use 2: 
Utility and  
3rd Party

Utility Utility 3rd Party
Coverage of storage investment less  

3rd party lease or contract for  
wholesale transactions.

3rd Party 
Ownership 3rd Party Utility 3rd Party Utility payments to 3rd party for priority 

access to storage for grid reliability

Virtual Power 
Plant

Customer or 
3rd Party

Utility via 
aggregator; utility 

as aggregator

Utility and/or  
3rd party as 

aggregator, if at all

Utility payment to aggregator for priority 
access for grid reliability; utility payment to 

storage owner if utility is aggregator.
Source: Maryland PSC, PC 44 Energy Storage Working Group50

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/legislation/details/hb0650?ys=2019rs
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/legislation/details/hb0650?ys=2019rs
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/maryland-psc-greenlights-exelon-pilots-to-guide-future-of-utility-scale-sto/588864/
https://www.psc.state.md.us/energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/order-no-89664-case-no-9619-energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/
https://www.psc.state.md.us/energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/order-no-89664-case-no-9619-energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/
https://webapp.psc.state.md.us/newIntranet/AdminDocket/submit_new.cfm?DirPath=//Coldfusion/AdminDocket/PublicConferences/PC44/172
https://webapp.psc.state.md.us/newIntranet/AdminDocket/submit_new.cfm?DirPath=//Coldfusion/AdminDocket/PublicConferences/PC44/172
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Current Status
The Maryland PSC approved the six energy storage 
pilot project proposals from the Joint Exelon Utilities, 
as illustrated in Table 3. Potomac Edison will submit an 

54 Maryland Public Service Commission. (2020, November 6). Energy Storage Pilot Proposal Order. Case No. 9619 (ML 232509). (Item #39). Retrieved 
from: https://www.psc.state.md.us/energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/order-no-89664-case-no-9619-energy-storage-pilot-proposal-
order/. 

55 Ibid.
56 Baltimore Gas and Electric Company - PHI Holdings. (2020, April 15). Joint Exelon Utilities Application for Approval of Energy Storage Pilot Projects. 

Case No. 9619 (ML 229744). 

amended application for its Town Hill project.54 Next 
steps include certification of each pilot project’s technical 
specifications and performance standards for PJM market 
participation by February 2021.55

Table 3: Proposed Joint Exelon Utilities Projects

Project 
Description

BGE Delmarva Power PEPCO

TotalChesapeake 
Beach 
Project

BESS at 
Fairhaven 
Substation 

Project

Elk Neck, 
Maryland 

Project

Ocean City, 
Maryland 

Project

National 
Harbor/

Livingston 
Road Project

Montgomery 
County 

Electric Bus 
Depot Project

Capacity 1.0 MW 2.5 MW 0.5 MW 1.0 MW 1.0 MW 1.0 MW 7.0 MW

Guaranteed 
End of Life 
Usable 
Capacity

1.5 MWh 4.0 MWh 1.5 MWh 3.0 MWh 3.0 MWh 3.0 MWh 16 
MWh

Initial Usable 
Capacity 2.0 MWh 7.1 MWh 2.2 MWh 3.6 MWh 4.3 MWh 4.3 MWh 23.5 

MWh

Model 1: 
Utility Owned 
and Utility 
Operated

n n 2

Model 2: Utility 
Owned and 
Third Party 
Operated

n 1

Model 3: Third 
Party Owned 
and Third Party 
Operated

n n 2

Model 4: 
Virtual Power 
Plant

n 1

Source: Joint Exelon Utilities Application for Approval of Energy Storage Pilot Projects53

https://www.psc.state.md.us/energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/order-no-89664-case-no-9619-energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/
https://www.psc.state.md.us/energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/order-no-89664-case-no-9619-energy-storage-pilot-proposal-order/
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Case Study—Oakland Clean Energy 
Initiative & PG&E-Vistra Energy BESS: 

Collaboration on an Innovative  
Business Model

Monetizing Multiple Value Streams

57 CAISO. (2018, March 22). 2017-2018 Transmission Plan. Retrieved from: http://www.caiso.com/Documents/BoardApproved-2017-2018_
Transmission_Plan.pdf.

58 Pacific Gas and Electric. (2020, April 15). Application of Pacific Gas and Electric Company (U 39-E) for Approval and Recovery of Oakland 
Clean Energy Initiative Preferred Portfolio Procurement Costs. Retrieved from: https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/
K144/333144837.PDF; Pacific Gas and Electric. (2020, April 15). News Release: “PG&E Proposes Two Energy Storage Projects for Oakland Clean 
Energy Initiative to CPUC.” Retrieved from https://www.pgecurrents.com/2020/04/15/pge-proposes-two-energy-storage-projects-for-oakland-
clean-energy-initiative-to-cpuc/.

59 Pacific Gas and Electric. (2020, April 15). News Release: “PG&E Proposes Two Energy Storage Projects for Oakland Clean Energy Initiative to 
CPUC.” 

60 Ibid. Note that the PG&E OCEI procurement included 2 BESS, but this case study is only focused on 1 of the projects. The other project is a 
contract with esVolta/Tierra Robles Energy Storage, LLC for a 7 MW BESS.

61 Pacific Gas and Electric. (2020, April 15). Application of Pacific Gas and Electric Company (U 39-E) for Approval and Recovery of Oakland 
Clean Energy Initiative Preferred Portfolio Procurement Costs. Retrieved from: https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/
K144/333144837.PDF.

62 Spector, Julian. (2020, April 17). “Vistra’s Oakland Battery Will Have Two Customers, Suggesting New Path for Storage Market.” Green Tech Media. 
Retrieved from: https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/vistras-oakland-battery-to-help-both-pge-and-east-bay-community-energy.

63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.

Background
CAISO’s 2017-2018 Transmission Planning Process 
recommended approving the Oakland Clean Energy 
Initiative (OCEI) to address both local grid reliability needs 
and environmental pollution. The initiative included a 
combination of substation upgrades, FTM energy storage, 
and preferred resources.57 In April 2018, PG&E, along 
with their partner, East Bay Community Energy (EBCE), a 
local Community Choice Aggregator (CCA), co-issued the 
competitive solicitation process for preferred resources 
for the OCEI, including renewable generation, energy 
efficiency, and energy storage.58 Both PG&E and EBCE 
procured energy storage resources to reach a solution 
that delivers reliable transmission service and resource 
adequacy.59 

Project Description
As part of the OCEI procurement portfolio,60 in April 2020, 
PG&E signed a deal with Vistra Energy, an independent 
power producer (IPP) and owner of the Oakland Power 
Plant, to build a 36.25 MW, 145 MWh BESS at the existing 

site in Jack London Square and adjacent to the Oakland C 
substation. PG&E contracted with Vistra for a Local Area 
Reliability Services (“LARS”) agreement. The FTM lithium-ion 
BESS, with a 4-hour duration, will be a partial replacement 
for the plant.61 By providing local area reliability service, 
the project will help avoid utility transmission investments 
as a NWA.62 Crucially, EBCE will also utilize the same 
battery as a capacity source to fulfill its resource adequacy 
requirements, including providing power during extreme 
peak events.63 (EBCE previously contracted with Vista in 
2019, with planned capacity expanded from the original  
20 MW, 80 MWh.)64 The proposed energy storage projects 
are targeted to be operational by Q1 2022, pending 
approval from the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC).

Business Model
By sharing usage of an energy storage resource between 
two entities interested in different and distinct grid 
services, the Vistra BESS can realize its full capabilities and 
system value.65 By using a BESS, Vistra can both participate 
in the wholesale market (assuming power delivery for 

http://www.caiso.com/Documents/BoardApproved-2017-2018_Transmission_Plan.pdf
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/BoardApproved-2017-2018_Transmission_Plan.pdf
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://www.pgecurrents.com/2020/04/15/pge-proposes-two-energy-storage-projects-for-oakland-clean-energy-initiative-to-cpuc/
https://www.pgecurrents.com/2020/04/15/pge-proposes-two-energy-storage-projects-for-oakland-clean-energy-initiative-to-cpuc/
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/vistras-oakland-battery-to-help-both-pge-and-east-bay-community-energy
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capacity requirements), and, due to the combined business 
use case, theoretically utilize market revenue to offer 
better pricing on its resource adequacy contract (EBCE 
did not disclose its contract price).66 With Vistra planning 
to retire all existing units at the Oakland Power Plant and 
develop additional energy storage projects on the site, 
the collaborative business model illustrated by its PG&E & 
EBCE project could lead the way for continued innovation 
and realization of the full system value of battery storage.67 

Current Status
In April 2020, PG&E filed its Application for Approval and 
Recovery of Oakland Clean Energy Initiative Preferred 
Portfolio Procurement Costs (A2004013), with approval 
pending from the CPUC. The EBCE contract is contingent 
upon CPUC approval of the PG&E contract, and both 
contracts are on an operational timeline beginning in Q1 
2022.

66 Spector, J. (2019, June 26). “Oakland to Swap Jet-Fuel-Burning Peaker Plant for Urban Battery.” Utility Dive. Retrieved from https://www.
greentechmedia.com/articles/read/oakland-to-swap-jet-fueled-peaker-plant-for-urban-battery.

67 The collaborative usage model of the Vistra BESS project is partially specific to California’s regulatory landscape, which is a partially deregulated 
market and allows for CCAs, enabling local customer control over power purchasing and pricing, combined with utility management of power 
delivery. 

https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M333/K144/333144837.PDF
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/oakland-to-swap-jet-fueled-peaker-plant-for-urban-battery
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/oakland-to-swap-jet-fueled-peaker-plant-for-urban-battery
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